Reading Strategy

Rationale
Reading is a key aspect of the curriculum and along with writing, speaking and
listening, including oracy, it makes a significant contribution to the development of
pupils as thinkers and learners. At The Parks Academy, we aim to do two things;
encourage and develop a lifelong love of reading, and to teach pupils to be fluent,
confident and expert readers, across a variety of genres and for a variety of purposes.
This aims to ensure there is a rigorous and sequential approach to the teaching of
reading, blending the two intentions, resulting in an embedded ethos of achievement.

Strategies for the teaching of reading:












The academy uses a range of phonetically decodable books to support the
teaching of early reading
Phonics will form the basis of all early reading
The academy follows the structure of Letters and Sounds
The academy will use the set texts agreed across Delta
Slides will be used as a starting point for a lesson/series of lessons
Texts will last for the term but the teaching sequence will also include poetry and
non-fiction
At least one reading session is delivered daily
KS1 will have an additional fluency reading session for 15 minutes. This is a nonnegotiable (appendix 2)
All reading sessions will have a clear objective-link to NC and/or content domain
A working wall should be apparent in all classrooms with the non-negotiables
displayed (appendix 3)
Teachers will plan for opportunities within the book to introduce poetry and nonfiction to ensure that pupils are receiving a broad, balanced reading diet. This
should be fed in where appropriate whilst reading the book. (Appendix 8)






Teachers need to identify pupils who are working below or well below ARE who
will need support IN ADDITION to this session for fluency and decoding.
(appendix 2)
Staff should read each afternoon to pupils
Opportunities for developing reading in the wider curriculum should be
exploited wherever possible

Session structure:












Teachers will differentiate as appropriate (appendix 7)
Sessions should follow the structure of Pre-clarify, ‘Read to the Teacher’, Postclarify. (See below) Session should also include modelling of answers.
Pre clarifying of words happens so that the pupils can understand words, which
are going to appear in the text, they are reading in context.
Post clarify happens when the pupils state words that they have not understood
during reading that have not already been clarified
Reading to your teacher can include teacher led, independent reading,
sentence tennis, echo reading
A focus on ‘Tier 2’ and ‘Tier 3’ words should be apparent on the working wall as
this is part of the non-negotiables
Objectives and/or key questions will be posed prior to reading so that pupils
have a ‘purpose’ to read and are active during reading sessions. Teachers will
encourage text marking where possible or use of note taking on
whiteboards/post-its
Audio books (if they are available) may be used
Teachers will facilitate opportunities for high quality discussion in pairs/groups
One session per week (more in Y2 and Y6 if needed) should focus on the ‘We
do, You do’ style of teaching, which follows the process of a modelled answer
followed by an independent answer

Consistency in format and presentation









All year groups will have reading response books. There should be 4 pieces of
written response per week. (Independent/guided/ formal test style responses/
informal jottings and text marking depending on year group.
Teachers will ensure questions are linked to domain type and layer to promote
‘depth’ in response where possible ensuring an increase in cognitive difficulty
(see supporting Delta document)
Questions should be listed in lower cased lettered form e.g. a, b, c
Each individual question should have its content domain stated in brackets e.g.
In which year was the Eiffel Tower built? (2b)
Pictures of the class novel should be in the top right corner of the work frame
Questions will address content domain coverage and cognitive demand

Marking and feedback:








Marking should be on the pupils’ written work and not on the worksheet unless
they are answering a multiple choice question for example on the sheet.
Correct answers should have a clear green swipe through the letter, incorrect
answers a clear green dot to the left of the letter
Learning objectives that have not been achieved should have a green dot to
the left of it. Correct learning objectives should have a clear swipe through the
letters LO
Marking and feedback should further develop the skill/s covered within the
session and will be in line with academy policy
Correct parts of answers should be swiped green to show where the answer was
correct for clarity for the child
In line with the Writing Policy, spelling, grammar and punctuation mistakes should
be addressed where necessary. (see writing marking policy)

Additional reading sessions (non-negotiable in KS1), may include opportunities for:








Speed reading
Test practice
Decoding and phonics
Cold comprehension tasks to inform future planning
Direct vocabulary instruction
Pre- reading
Reading for pleasure (including comfy reading)

Appendix 1
Reading list 2019 – 2020

Appendix 2
Fluency Reading
As part of the Delta Reading Strategy, each child will have opportunities built into their whole class
reading sessions for fluency. This part of the lesson should be called ‘Read to the teacher’
Y1


Once a week, the teacher/TA/adult are to listen to each child read a home reading book that
is at their benchmarked level



X1/2 groups a day fluency reading at a level that is one level above their benchmarked level so
that they have a challenge with an adult

Y2
Fluency Reading (4 groups in each year 2 class) for a 15 minute session each day between 9:05 and
9:20



Fluency reading – clarify, read, discuss, answer verbal questions, highlight answers in the text etc.
There may be a group who need more of a phonics and decoding approach to this session
where the reading is built up slower

If any adults are absent see FG/RH to discuss a plan for that day
Each adult to keep their group for a week and then rotate.
It is an expectation that staff are there ready for the session to start. Reading is an academy priority and
this must happen daily.
Evidence – each child has their own sheet that evidence is recorded on and this is then stuck into back
of books/into an envelope at the end of each week. Notes on this sheet made by the adults with
misconceptions, mistakes, achievements etc.
Speed read – once every 4 weeks with the teacher and keep record of the scores in the backs of books.
Y3


If there is a child who is working below a gold level book after benchmarking then they are
required to have extra fluency intervention in a PM



If there is a child who is working below a brown level book after benchmarking then they are
required to have extra fluency intervention in a PM



Teacher/TA in a PM to fluency read with selected pupils





Teacher/TA in a PM to fluency read with selected pupils
Support staff to fluency read with selected pupils during assembly
Selected pupils to have a read theory intervention each day

Y4

Y5
Y6

Appendix 3
Displays

There needs to be two displays for reading.

Display 1 – WOW board outside your classroom. This needs to be exciting, 3D and very
visible. This needs to be shared between each class. Y5/6 are to decorate their
landings for this. Spooner buildings to display where possible.

Display 2 – a working wall inside each classroom. There are non-negotiables which
need to be displayed on the reading boards.

Characters – characters names need to be displayed on the board
Clarify – there must be a pre-clarify and a post-clarify section
Tier 2 words – one word from each session that is a tier 2 word must be
kept in a bank on the display. This must be something that they can
apply into their work and use again.
Author – The name of the author should be displayed on the board

Celebration area – this is an area of the board where pupils’ work that is exemplary
should be displayed. This is something to be proud of.

Reading journey – this section of the board is to keep a track of a main event that has
happened whilst reading so that the pupils can refer back to. This should be added to
as you are reading the book

The book – there should be a picture of the front cover and the blurb displayed on the
board

Reading domains – reading display posters either above, under or around the display
somewhere

Appendix 4
Example board

Appendix 5
Bookshelves
A bookshelf in the classroom should be used as a bookshelf only. The books need to
be displayed in a way so that pupils are able to select a book in which they wish to
read. They need to be inviting for the children.

Appendix 6
Home reading









Pupils are expected to read 4 times a week at home
They should be taking home a book which is at their benchmarked level
Parents/pupils should be writing in their reading records and this should be
checked by the class teacher/TA daily
A record should be kept of how many reads a child is doing each week. If a
child reads 4 times a week for the whole half term they will receive a raffle ticket
and they will be entered into a prize draw for a Waterstones voucher (one for
each year group). Any pupils that don’t receive a voucher will be given a
certificate.
Each read is to be classed as 2.5 minutes of the extra playtime. They should gain
this time from 0 minutes so they see it as a reward for reading
Reading records – if they are lost the pupils need to buy a replacement
When a child is moved up a level, this should be noted in their reading record
so that parents are aware of why they are receiving different coloured books

Appendix 7
Examples of differentiation
KS1

KS2

Appendix 8
Supplementary reading texts






Poetry
Song lyrics
Leaflets
Magazine articles
Newspaper reports

Content Domains

See Delta Reading Content Domains document

